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BEAUTY
•
In an age of Photoshop and boob jobs,
what does beauty mean? You told us in
Flare.com's national survey on the pressure
to be pretty BY CAITLIN KENNY

ore than 40 years
before Michael
Jackson sang of
his love for pretty
young things, Fred
Astaire crooned
about "the way
you look tonight." About half a century ahead of Heidi Montag's rise to
tabloid fame for her extreme makeover, rumours flew that Marilyn
Monroe's sex symbol status was
partially due to a surgeon's knife. It
seems beauty has always permeated
our thoughts and feelings, discussions and actions.
Every day, we hear about it on he
radio, see it online and, ultimately,
yearn to embody it ourselves. Year
after year billions of dollars and
countless hours are spent in pursuit
of it. In fact, in HAREs online
beauty survey, 73 percent of women
said they feel there is more pressure
now than ever to look beautiful.
"Beauty is heavily priori lied
in today's society and it's got
long-standing roots," says Calgary-

based registered psychologist Anu
Sharma-Niwa. "When you look
back, poets have lamented over
beauty, wars have started over
beauty, and religious temples were
devoted to beauty. Standards of
beauty are socialized and change
not only from place to place but
also over time, but overall it's always
been a priority and it still is."
Given that our fixation with good
looks is here to stay, we wanted the
scoop on self-image straight from
the source: you. Here's what you
told us about self-confidence, cosmetic procedures. Facebook, feeling
"fat" and everything in between. >
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M O DE L CRYST AL RENN'S
BEAUT I F UL CURVES

YOUR TWEETS: WHAT BEAUTY MEANS TO YOU, IN 140 CHARACTERS OR LESS: Cdstylemetamous: Beatdy is
appreciating and seeing things for what they are and people for who they are. Understanding and accepting of all
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BEAUTY
DIGITAL DILEMMAS
Despite all the ways that our
plugged-in, high-speed digital world
is making life easier, it isn't making
our notions of beauty any more
attainable. Instead, the increased
exposure to images online causes us
to develop a best-of-the-best sense
of beauty.
We wind up creating a more and
more unrealistic expectation by
comparing ourselves to an ideal
that we've mentally constructed by
bringing together all of the perfect
pictures we've seen, explains
Vancouver-based registered clinical
counsellor Natasha Barber. With a
constant bombardment of images
coming through all streams of
media, it's no wonder that almost
three-quarters of women polled feel
the pressure to look good is higher
now than ever before.
Factor in Facebook and the effect

of Flare.com survey takers
admit they worry that
photos taken of them will
show up online

becomes even greater. More than
100 million photos are uploaded to
the addictive site each day, adding
to the wealth of images already
being pumped out by traditional
media, and setting the bin
- f o reven higher. Social networkbeauty
ing sites create an arena where
many users feel they must portray
a flawless self, be it through tightly
edited profile photos or frantically
"untaggring" the less flattering shots
uploaded low friends.

The top three
physical traits
you love most
about yourself:
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Fittingly, then, 60
percent of you worry
that photos taken
of you will show up
online, with survey takers 21 to 25 years old
especially concerned (70 percent).
Both online and off-line, "we always
want to give our best impression for
everyone," says Barber. "We end up
creating amazing images and lies
on Facebook, which perpetuates
that ideal image even further."

GETTING AHEAD

in thappy because there's nothing
else to hold you up," says Kristine
Laderoute, a clinical psychologist
in Toronto. "If you feel good about
yourself for other reasons, like
your abilities, accomplishments, relationships and
personal characteristics,
you'll have more of a
cushion to maintain

Not only do the majority of its
feel an increased pressure to put
your level of satisfaction
our best face (and hair and body)
and happiness."
forward, but we also
think doing so is
Are you comfortable leaving the
critical for personal
gain. Sixty percent
house without wearing makeup?
of respondents said
if
that their physical
/0
appearance is very
important when it
Undec ided
Yes
collies to their overall happiness. "[But]
Seventy percent of you feel that
if your self-worth is totally dependant
beauty is very important for attracton your physical appearance and
ing a mate; 49 percent feel it's very
you're not pleased with it, you'll be
important for success in the workplace; and 76 percent think it's more
important In- women to be goodlooking than it is kw men. But these
views may not reflect the full picture:
"Ifyou don't feel good about yourself, you may he less likely to go after >
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We end up creating amazing images
and lies on Facebook, which perpetuates
that ideal image even further
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@karen_alexa: "Beauty" is 50% personality, 25% knowing your body & what works, and 25% swagger & steezell
@catillangel: (Being] gracious and making the most with what you've gob confidence, individuality, fresh state of mind
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BEAUTY
things you want because you'll feel
less confident," explains Laderoute.
Lack of confidence that stems from
negative internal chatter—such as
"He could never love me" or "I'm
not good enough"—can stifle ambition and bring on self-sabotaging
behaviot tr. I t can lead to individuals

tiinEtSTS:
The most common answer from
women (33 percent) when asked
which physical feature they think
men are most attracted to

not putti ng themselves out ther e

and taking risks,
which can mean
missing many wonderful opportunities
in life," adds Barber.
Despite the critical importance that
women give beauty,
the actual meaning of the word is

with their weight, and 3 percent
want to gain weight. These numbers
don't jibe with reality, given that
44 percent of Canadian women
are of a normal weight based on
their body mass index ( B M ,
according to the latest numbers
from Statistics Canada.

Similarly, of respondents who said
they would be willing to undergo
cosmetic surgery, most
chose liposuction (24
percent) as the procedure
The top three celebrities you
than concern about facial features:
they want. And when it
consider the most affractive:
comes to concern about
"Society has made it a lot easier
physical changes over
to criticize the body than the face
11 1 9
because it almost becomes less
time, the top worry is gaine
0
Jennifer
Reese
Angelina
personal," she adds, explaining that
(
ing
weight
(52
percent)
Aniston
Jolle
"
Witherspoon
bodies are regularly objectified i
4
compared to aging skin
the
0
(29 percent) or losing hair
i i images we see. This creates a
feeling that a trim figure is essential
4
(15
percent),
while
four
percent
murky and highly subjective. "Based
aren't concerned about any.
in order to meet society's demandon psychologists' research and
ing standards. Yet, the pressure
"Inappropriately and unfortuqualitative observation in practice,
doesn't only come from others.
nately, society tends to place negathere often seems to be a discrepOften, wi imen feel that managing
tive
connotations
arow
id
weight
ancy between a woman's perception of what is attractive, such as
their weight gives them a sense
a youthful appearance anirlqint
41 of control, says Barber. "We ask,
- ' Wh a t can I control and what can I
figure, versus what makes f e d
attractive, such as cunt idence and
change?' So we focus on our bodies
because they are easier to change
passion," explains Sharma-Niwa.
than facial appearances."
Interestingly, what generally makes
think it more important for
a woman feel attractive tends to be
But despite the negativity and all
w om en to be good-looking
more in line with what men conthe pressure we face, 62 percent of
than it is for men
those surveyed say that yes, they feel_
sider attractive. A woman's ability
beautiful. And for the 15 percent
to be happy, relaxed amid cligiiging
who don't. and the 22 perce v h O
scores high wit h men—all things
remain tindecided, Sha - Thva
that demonstrate comfort in her
own skin.
points out one truth: "Real inner
gain," says Laderoute. "There's a
fear that heavier people may be
beauty trtnnps DNA because it
WEIGHTY MATTERS
comes from a much deeper place—
perceived as less in control, lazy or
careless." Another possible reason
a place of confidence, selfSurvey takers most often picked
fOr a focus on body image, rather
acceptance and happit s t . " 0
their eyes as their favourite feature
(39 percent) and their waist as their
least favourite (20 percent). This
More than half of respondents say weight
dissatisfaction with body shape and
weight prevailed throughout the
gain is the number one physi6al change
poll. For example, 68 percent of
they worry about, while only 29 percent
respondents feel they need to lose
weight. tvh lie 29 percent are happy
are concerned most about a g g skin
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E6SophieLli: Beauty means letting yourself shine, inside and out! eNicoleLisaS: These days
the definition of beauty is too complex. Beauty is loveliness. Due beauty cannot be duplicated.
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